MINIMUM REQUIRED INSPECTIONS

Please call the day before you need an inspection
(860) 567-7567

- **Excavation:** Before placing concrete.
- **Concrete:** During placement of concrete for walls, footings and slabs.
- **Drains and Coating:** Before backfill.
- **Framing:** When framing is complete and before covering roof or wall sheathing.
- **Roofing:** During installation of roof covering.
- **Heating & AC Rough-In:** Before covering.
- **Plumbing Rough-In:** Before covering, air or water test to be on during inspection.
- **Electrical Rough-In:** All wire and boxes to be installed and made up.
- **Fireplace and Chimney:** Before covering hearth steel and soon after smoke shelf.
- **Insulation:** After all insulation and vapor barriers are installed and before covering.
- **Sheetrock:** After hanging the sheets and before applying tape or compound.
- **Fuel tank and Lines:** (Oil and Gas) During installation and air test of tanks and lines.
- **Final Inspections:** Before use or occupancy. **TEN DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE REQUIRED**

Building Official may require additional inspections depending on job.